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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to update two authorizations that are shared across multiple roles. How do you
accomplish this most efficiently?
A. Update both authorizations in one role in multiple mass role update sessions.
B. Update each authorization in one role in multiple mass role update sessions.
C. Update both authorizations in all roles in one mass role update session.
D. Update each authorization in all roles in two mass role update sessions.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
About V3 storage product BBU redundancy configuration, which of the following is incorrect?
A. 5800V3, BBU2+1
B. 5600V3, BBU2+1
C. 5500V3, BBU1+1
D. 6800V3, BBU3+1
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are troubleshooting an issue with a WLS data source. However, your attempt to execute a
manual test on the connection pool fails when you invoke the testPool() method on the
corresponding JDBCDataSourceRuntimeMBean.
Which configuration condition would contribute to the failure of executing the test? (Choose
the best answer.)
A. The TestReservedConnections property is enabled.
B. The ConnectionReserveTimeoutSeconds property is set to a value other than -1.
C. The ManualTestEnabled property is set to false.
D. The TestFrequencySeconds property is set to a value greater than 0.
E. The TestTableName property is either not set or is set to an invalid SQL statement.

Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation
testPool tests the connection pool in the data source by reserving and releasing a connection
from it.
TestTableName is the name of the database table to use when testing physical database
connections. This name is required when you specify a Test Frequency and enable Test
Reserved Connections, Test Created Connections, and Test Released Connections.
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